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GREEK CAMPAIGN 
 

Corporal Arani Rauhina, 28 (Maori) Battalion, 2NZEF 
 

 

MĀORI BATTALION DIARY - APRIL 1941  

Overview 

In late March the 2nd New Zealand Division was sent from Egypt to Greece. Just over 700 members of the 28th (Māori) 

Battalion disembarked at the port of Piraeus and after two days at Athens they travelled by train to the town of Katerini in a 

doomed attempt to halt the German invasion. A 90-strong Māori reinforcement company was left at Voula, near Athens, 

while the Battalion's transport platoon drove for three days to ensure the unit's vehicles were available at Katerini. As part 

of 5 Brigade the Māori Battalion was to prepare and occupy reserve positions covering the pass north of Mount Olympus. 

The inland pass that headed south to Athens was important for over it ran the main road from Katerini and the north-east 

provinces. The Māori Battalion would cover the entrance to this pass. The pass was known by several names, including 

Petras Pass, but Olympus Pass was the one used by the troops. 

 

The Battalion first faced the Germans on 15-16 April, when four of their men were killed. They then fell back to defend the 

Thermopylae Line, but on 21 April 1941 the British command decided to abandon Greece. Most of the Battalion was 

evacuated from the Athens area to Crete aboard the Glengyle in the early hours of Anzac Day. They left behind 10 dead 

and 81 prisoners of war. Of the 700 or so members who went to Greece today there are only two surviving veterans. 

 

   

 

HMS Glengyle 

Battalion Diary 

1 April:   0930hrs Battalion departs Katerini. Transport platoon relays companies to Olympus Pass (10 km 

southwest of Katerini). 

 

2 April:   Battalion disperses to company areas. 

A Coy in wild mountainous country on the forward eastern slope of Mt Brusti facing the main road from Katerini. B Coy in 

the actual Olympus Pass itself covering a side road from Petras tuberculosis Sanatorium. C Coy is on the northern side of 

the Mavroneri River behind the village of Kariai [i.e. Karyes], while D Coy is further west of them behind the village of 

Haduladhika. Headquarters Coy is in a cherry orchard at Zazakon village between C Coy and the village of Skoteina. 

Battalion has a clear view of the Katerini plains to the northeast.  Listen to 2/Lt Charles Bennett's description. 

 

3-5 April:  Siting and preparing positions. Strengthening positions with wiring and digging. 

http://www.28maoribattalion.org.nz/audio/charles-bennett-describes-freezing-conditions-mt-olympus-greece
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https://28maoribattalion.org.nz/photo/olympus-pass-greece
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6 April:   Germany delivers ultimatum to both Greece and Yugoslavia and follows up rejection with an attack 

against them. B Coy relocates behind A Coy. 2/Lt Ruhi Pene with 12 Platoon takes up a defensive position higher up the 

Mavroneri Gorge at the timber mill village of Skoteina. An inferior no-exit metalled side road (designed to carry logging 

wagons) runs from the mill alongside the Mavroneri River weaving its way through the Gorge where after 6.4 km it runs 

out to the plains and the road to Katerini - the area where A and BCoys are positioned. 

 

7-9 April:  Digging, wiring and strengthening positions. Reconnaissance carried out on roads and tracks. 

Salonika (aka Thessaloniki) falls. This is the second largest city in Greece and is some 64 km to the northeast of Katerini 

across the Thermaic Gulf. 

 

10 April:  B Echelon transport move out with Major George Bertrand and six officers including Capt. Gerry Weir, 

2/Lt Charles Bennett and 2/Lt Loganform the nucleus of the Reserve Party. Bertrand, Bennett and Logan later recalled 

to the gorge. 

 

11 April:  Further digging and wiring of positions carried out. 

 

12 April:  Receive instructions from 5 Brigade that C & D Coys are to vacate their positions and take up new 

positions on the southern bank of the Mavroneri River alongside A & B Coys on the slope of Mt Brusti. 

 

13 April:  C Coy move from Kariai to a reserve position higher up Mt Brusti on a ridge that allows them to reinforce 

any one of the other companies if required. The whole Battalion is now in the gorge on the lower slopes of Mt Brusti facing 

northeast while overlooking the mill road and the Mavroneri River. The terrain is steep and rugged with dense bush. A 

Company is on the right, B Company in the centre and D Coy left together covering a front of about two kilometres. The 

left flank of D Coy is about 5 km from Skoteina Village where 2/Lt Pene and 12 Platoon remain. Night patrolling is 

undertaken. 

 

14 April:  Battalion Headquarters move to a position just west of C Coy.  

 

15 April:  This is the day on which the Battalion first makes contact with the enemy. Read Corporal Harry 

Taituha'sand RSM AC Wood's accounts of fighting at Mt Olympus.  All morning and into the afternoon there is 

considerable movement of armoured vehicles and tanks from Katerini towards the Pass. Lt Brant's platoon (attached from 

27 Machine Gun Battalion) and 2/Lt Tenga Rangi's mortar platoon fire at extreme range whenever a target presents itself 

thwarting further German advance. 1540 hrs enemy troops seen moving under cover towards Kato Milia Village. Battalion 

area first shelled by enemy artillery. Casualties for the day were Sgt Wiremu Hare of Kaikohe wounded by shellfire (died 

11 days later) and Pte Vincent Ellison, who enlisted in Wanganui, shell shocked from a near miss. At night enemy party 

crosses Mavroneri River and probes A Coy’s defences. Capt. Harding Leaf had had his men hang petrol tins on wire and 

these frighten enemy off.  Read Cpt Porter's account of A Company's role in the action at Mt Olympus. 

 

16 April:  From 0610 hrs enemy armoured vehicles and troops spotted approaching the Pass. Sgt George 

Katene of Porirua with men of the mortar platoon assist 22 Battalion to drive them off. At 1130 hrs cold intermittent rain 

and heavy fog envelope the gorge limiting visibility to 300 yards. At 1500 hrs, during a slight lift in the weather, enemy 

seen pouring down feature facing Maori positions and later using fog cover they cross the Mavroneri River and begin 

working their way up bank towards Battalion's left flank. At 1730 hrs D Coy comes under attack. Read accounts of 

attack. 2/Lt Gordon Ormond's 16 Platoon is near the bottom of the gorge from where the road and river make a 

sweeping turn and starts a steepish climb to Skoteina. Cpl Les Wipiti's section from 17 Platoon is on this bend and 

overlooking the road. Further up the road is Cpl Sam Komene's section. Between them and higher up in the bush is2/Lt 

Rangi Logan and 17 Platoon headquarters. None of the sections can see each other because of the distance and bush. 

Nor could they see 16 Platoon below them. 16 Platoon is forced to withdraw after their forward section is overrun. Three 

privates killed: Charlie Kaimoana and Matiu Ropata of Wairoa, and John Poutu of Ruatoria, while the section 

leader Cpl Harry Taituha (of Wanganui?) is seriously wounded and left for dead. This leaves a gap between D and B 

Coys which the enemy is quick to exploit. Cpl George Harrison of Opunake rallying 16 Platoon's reserve section and B 

http://www.nzhistory.net.nz/files/documents/28mb/Taituha-report.pdf
http://www.nzhistory.net.nz/files/documents/28mb/Taituha-report.pdf
http://www.nzhistory.net.nz/files/documents/28mb/Wood-report.pdf
http://www.nzhistory.net.nz/files/documents/28mb/Porter-report.pdf
http://www.28maoribattalion.org.nz/node/6342
http://www.28maoribattalion.org.nz/node/6342
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Companies reserve platoon under 2/Lt Horton Stewart restore the situation and Germans withdraw for the night. C 

Company's 2/Lt Arnold Reedy and 13 Platoon sent to prevent a possible outflanking move through Skoteina while D 

Coy's 2/Lt George Te Kuru with 20 men (i.e. a section from each of 17 and 18 Platoons) instructed to position themselves 

in the 5 kilometer gap between Skoteina and D Coy's 17 Platoon. 2230 hrs Battalion pulls out by climbing rugged 

mountainous terrain in adverse weather conditions. The RSM WOI Ace Wood, with Pte Wiremu (Bill) Hoko of Maketu as 

guide, is sent to tell platoons at Skoteina to withdraw over mountain. 

 

17April:   0330hrs After at least a 5-hour tramp, described as ‘unmitigated hell' by the RSM, Battalion reaches 

Olympus Pass road. Read an account of the tramp.  18 men missing including most of Cpl Wipiti's section from 17 Platoon 

who did not get the message to pull out. Days later these men are captured and become POWs. They include: Cpls Harry 

Taituha and Les Wipiti, Ptes Nelson Carroll, J.F. Carroll, Joe Hiroti, John Palmer, Boss Pineaha, Ben 

Thompson and ORs. Battalion moves along the road for a little over a mile to its awaiting vehicles and drivers who 

transport them beyond Ay Dhimitrios where they take up defensive positions. 1500 hrs after two-mile route march 

Battalion again transported south.  See Arthur Brooking talking about the battle for Greece. 

 

18 April:   After taking a vague and circuitous route via Larisa and then Lamia at 1900 hrs Battalion reached a 

point southeast of Almiros. 

 

19 April:  Maori Battalion front four miles long. Coys establish themselves in their respective areas: A, B and C 

forward with D in reserve. 

 

20 April:  Aerial bombing and machine gunning of Battalion positions ineffective. At dusk Battalion returns to 

Lamia and occupies new positions north-west of Molos. Lights of enemy vehicles seen as they poured into Lamia from the 

pass behind the town. 

 

21 April:  New front known as Thermopylae Line. Maori Battalion front over a mile long. D, B, C Coys forward with 

A in reserve. One company of 18 Battalion assists Maori with defences. 

 

22 April:  0738 hrs A battery of enemy guns shells positions left of Battalion near Thermopylae Pass. NZ artillery 

replies with effect. Battalion area is shelled at 1240 hrs but no casualties. 2000 hrs Transport lines in rear of Molos 

machine-gunned by Messchersmitt 109F. S/Sgt Jim (Diamond) Warihi of Rotorua was wounded. Lt-Col George 

Dittmer imparts news to Company commanders that Greeks have capitulated. NZ Division to withdraw towards port of 

embarkation. 2100 hrs companies march to forming-up area and then four miles to unit transport. 2/Lt George 

Bennett and Bren Carriers Platoon remain behind as rearguard. During the 17-mile drive south along the congested 

roadway, part of C Coy separated. Battalion bivouacs under olive trees in the seaside village of Ay Konstandinos. 

 

23 April:  Whole day spent at Ay Konstandinos avoiding the attentions of enemy reconnaissance planes. Villagers 

have fled to hills so some of the men help themselves to a cognac distillery. Lt-Col Dittmer orders the destruction of any 

cognac found on the troops. 2030 hrs moved out again on 150 mile drive south to Athens. 

 

24 April:  0700 hrs arrived at Marathon about six miles south of Athens where Battalion stays under cover of olive 

trees all day. The large yacht Hellas arrives at the port of Piraeus. In the afternoon she takes on board over 1000 

personnel including British civilians and wounded and sick men. C Coy’s 13 Platoon and part of 15 Platoon also boards. 

Headquarters Company’s Mortar Platoon joins them. 1900 hrs German aircraft attack and set Hellas on fire. Passengers 

and wounded men are trapped in burning cabins; the only gangway is destroyed, and eventually the ship rolls over. The 

following C Coy men believed to be killed here: Cpl Mita Tahata of Ruatoria, Ptes John (Bunny) Brown and Charlie 

Horne of Gisborne and Percy Goldsmith of Ruatoria. (See Miki Harrison talk about the attack on the Hellas). Estimates 

of the total numbers who die range from 500 to 700. 2100 hrs Battalion moves by transport to the fishing village of Porto 

Rafti. 

http://www.28maoribattalion.org.nz/memory/paratene-kohere-writes-home
http://www.28maoribattalion.org.nz/6405
http://www.28maoribattalion.org.nz/video/miki-harrison-talks-about-cultural-and-haunting-experiences
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25 April:  0230 hrs first men of Battalion arrive on board Glengyle. 0400 hrs Boat weighs anchor and sails. Two 

ships in the convoy and an escort of four destroyers. Subjected to one or two aerial attacks but they are of no 

consequence.  1600 hrs Arrive Suda Bay on the island of Crete.  March six or seven miles to camp site. 

 

26 April:  In the morning, having been guided to the wrong location Battalion shifts a mile to its proper bivouac 

area. 

 

27 April:  0930 hrs march to defence area in vicinity of Aghya village which is reached at noon. Company areas 

occupied immediately. 

 

28 April:  Companies settling in. 5 Brigade conference at 1000 hrs which the COattends. 1430 hrs CO discusses 

with company commanders possible German invasion of the island. Meanwhile the Battalion's 90-strong Reinforcement 

Company that had been left at Voula at the end of March are captured at Kalamata in Greece. Read accounts of what 

happened to the Reinforcement Company from Lt. Wiremu Herewini and Rāwhiti Īhaka. 

 

29 April:  Front extended to include southern half of 23 Bn sector. Company dispositions readjusted. HQ 

Coy reorganised into a fighting unit (less mortars and signallers). 

 

30 April:  Further adjustments of left flank due to 21 Battalion move to Maleme aerodrome. Māori Battalion to 

guard Aghya Valley against enemy airborne troops and to be prepared to move at very short notice in the event of enemy 

anywhere in the 5 Brigade area. 

REFERENCE 

Archives New Zealand = Te Whare Tuhituhinga o Aotearoa.  

Ref:  28 NZ (Maori) Battalion Diary, WAII 1 1664 DA 68/1/17, pp 13-18 

Submitter: 

Submitted by mbadmin on Wed, 30/03/2011 - 09:02. 

 
 
 

MAJOR H.G DYER'S ACCOUNT OF THE ATTACK IN THE MAVRONERI GORGE, OLYMPUS 

PASS, GREECE, 16 APRIL 1941 

These excerpts are taken from H.G Dyer's Ma Te Reinga / By way of Reinga: The Way of the Maori Soldier, Arthur 

H. Stockwell, Ilfracombe, 1953, pp. 57-60. 

 

'The Maoris first met the German shock troops at Mt Olympus and this was the way of it.  "D' Company which had been 

detached on the left flank of the Battalion was suddenly, on the approach of the Germans, drawn back into a deep gorge 

on the left rear.  We hastily dug weapon pits among the trees and put up what wire we had on the upper side of a mill 

road, which was cut out of the hill face half way up the Southern slope.  Below, some 300-400 yards, among trees and 

rocks, rushed a mountain torrent, while opposite, rising almost sheer from the stream, a great mountain towered over us. 

On the previous day the Germans had pushed tanks and troops up to the front of the Battalion position, which, with its 

right on Petra Pass, stretched along the foothills looking out over the plain of Katerina [sic].  "A" Company, the Ngapuhis, 

had come under heavy machine-gun fire.  The mortar platoon had done good work.  Enemy scouts were on the mountain 

face opposite us, and were at Skoteina village some three miles up the valley, where we had a detached post. 

During the morning there was heavy cloud, fog, and rain.  One could see only a few yards through the trees. At mid-day 

the fog thinned somewhat.  At times, enemy troops could be seen moving on the mountain side opposite.  "B" Company, 

the Arawas, on our right, opened on them with Bren Guns at 1,200 yards.  The order was to watch the front while one third 

of the troops at a time carried their heavy gear up the hillside to Battalion Headquarters, for we were to retire that night.  

Consequently when the enemy rushed 16 Platoon later, some of its men, including the platoon commander, were out of 

position.  Half of the centre platoon was detached to Skoteina. 

http://www.28maoribattalion.org.nz/memory/what-happened-reinforcement-company
http://www.28maoribattalion.org.nz/memory/r%C4%81whiti-%C4%ABhaka-remembers-war-greece
http://archives.govt.nz/
http://www.28maoribattalion.org.nz/user/mbadmin
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Each platoon was instructed to send scouts to the bottom of the gorge to contact and delay the enemy.  Tainui went from 

17 Platoon.  

 

A report came from 16 Platoon that what appeared to be two companies of enemy were assembling opposite them.  From 

below came stray rifle shots and the quick rip-rip of German machine guns. 

 

I heard afterwards that Tainui, as he saw his first German enemies running towards him, jumping from rock to rock, 

wished himself back in New Zealand, and thought what a fool he had been to enlist.  How many soldiers have not felt like 

that in their first action? . . . but perhaps more so when alone in a wild gorge with the enemy running to you, and you, a 

young lad and a raw soldier, have no support and no friend at hand but your rifle and your own beating heart.  Tainui shot 

the first man and killed him.  He shot the second and saw him go down on his knees and crawl.  He said alter that he had 

felt tempted to finish him off, but thought, "You poor devil, I can't do it."  Then he worked back towards his own platoon on 

the left, taking shots at what enemy he saw.  He said later, "Why didn't you give me a Bren gun?  I could have held that 

crossing for a long time." 

 

It was then that the avalanche fell on 16 Platoon on our right.  Stray wisps of cloud were still drifting over us.  At times we 

could see clearly across the gorge; at others only a few ghostly trunks just in front of us. 

Suddenly pandemonium broke loose.  Enemy troops were trampling down our wire and charging, shouting in English 

"Frightened!   Run!"  His machine-guns, rifles, and tommy guns ripped and cracked.  A battery of 2 inch mortars brought a 

deluge of bombs crashing down on us.  Grenades burst at random.  Our own weapons replied.  Our heavy mortars, 

bombs and artillery shells filled the ravine with a roar. Leaders and fighting men shouted and yelled-and all was confusion 

and turmoil among the mist and the trees. 

 

Then could I tell you of brave men:  Harry Taituha, whose section post was rushed, who refused to run and was left for 

dead; Karetu, who killed at close quarters with his Bren gun; Joe Hiroti and Carroll, the tommy gunners who went looking 

for more; Tom Hawea and Murph, the mortar men who refused to be afraid; Fowler, the runner boy who was very 

frightened and yet very brave; Tapuke, the Battalion clerk, who appeared in our midst-"Just come down to be with the 

boys, Sir" -(Dear little Tapuke!  Always good; always hard-working, always brave till killed by a sniper at Sollum) -and of 

many more of our famous fighting men. 

 

But at that moment the fighting was at its height.  Taituha's post was overrun.  Some men had withdrawn.  Just below the 

fight raged.  Bullets and bombs flew promiscuously.  Harrison was steadying the reserve section. 

Then out of the bushes on my left hand, his rifle slung over one shoulder, strolled Tainui, grinning broadly.  "16 Platoon 

seems to be having a tough time, Sir." He said.  "I'll go down and give them a hand?"  Down into the midst of that hell's 

broth he went, and, with others, drove the enemy out. 

 

Bonnie lad!  Who but a Highlander or a Maori goes so gladly to the fight?' 

See also the Māori Battalion diary for April 1941  

  

Submitter: 

Submitted by mbadmin on Tue, 29/03/2011 - 14:21. 

 
 

WHAT HAPPENED TO REINFORCEMENT COMPANY? 

Letter from Lieutenant Wiremu Herewini to J. F. Cody, 14 April 1953. 

Hamilton 
14.4.53 
Mr. J. F. Cody 
33 Burma Rd. 
Kandallah 
Wgtn. 

http://www.28maoribattalion.org.nz/node/6347
http://www.28maoribattalion.org.nz/user/mbadmin
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Dear Mr. Cody 
 
I regret the delay in replying to your letter but I have had little time to devote the whole of my attention to this 
matter & as you have put them on me here is the story as I remember it from the notes I took down in my 
diary or what there is of it. 
 
24/4/41: Preparing to evacuate - received instructions to patrol existing camps and the aerodrome at Voulas 
and pick up stray troops. (Note at about this time or a day or two previously elements from the Battalion called 
in at our base camp - "Ace" Wood was the first then George Te Kuru and then Tenga Rangi & the greater part 
of the mortar platoon - The latter I believe had lost contact with the main body.  Tenga Rangi can tell the story 
of the bombing of the "Hellas" & Sgt Quartermaster Warihi should also have a lot to say about it. 
 
25/4/41: Filling up with petrol of trucks & other vehicles picked up where they had been abandoned by units (I 
think English L.A.D.) about to be evacuated.  Went to Athens and was given a send off by a Greek family - 
tears and beers variety. (Note: On this day after filling trucks & loading with tins of petrol the rest of the tins at 
the dump were spiked and the cocks of the drums of diesel oil turned on.  The place was positively dangerous 
with high octane petrol flooding the area.)  At dusk we took off from Voulas & travelled with 2nd Lieutenant 
Randall at the rear of the column.  The latter was detailed as transport officer. 
 
26/4/41: Arrived at Argos in the very early hours & found the place had been bombed.  Two ships had also 
been bombed in the harbour & were on fire. We were told that they were two "Prince" ships & that we were 
supposed to have embarked on them.  Today we were subjected to continuous strafing by German aircraft. 
Convoy had stopped & considerable confusion reigned as our convoy had got mixed up with the "Aussies" 
who were dumping their vehicles as they ran out of petrol or suffered mechanical failure.  In the afternoon our 
convoy moved off dodging A.P. bombs & strafing.  Lieut. Randall took off without me so I stayed behind and 
gathered up odds & sods of the Reinforcements who were taking cover in a dried up stream bed etc. 
(Reinforcements wore strings on their puggarees to identify them.)  An Austin truck & driver was found and at 
about 6 pm we took off. I am not sure of the time but it was about the same time that a Sunderland landed in 
Argos harbour.  Passed through Tripoli[s] at night. 
 
27/4/41: Arrived at Kalamata at about 3 a.m. in the morning & holed up in an olive grove for a feed and a 
sleep.  Plenty of air activity.  In the afternoon we put our truck out of commission & moved down to the town 
where we sheltered in a cellar with a few of our boys (I can only remember Fred Wright from "Don" Company) 
for a short while.  We moved out of there eventually & took shelter in a Greek church.  It was built of solid 
slabs of rock & we reckoned ... that it was proof against all Jerries cannon shells & bullets. 
 
28/4/41: Established contact with rest of 28 Bn officers & most of ORs.  At dusk we learnt that the Naval 
Liason Officer (Three-ringer) had been captured with all codes etc.  A heavy calibre gun opened fire from the 
town together with mortar & machine guns.  All 28 Bn officers and other ranks assembled and marched down 
to the beach & awaited instructions. There was spasmodic firing all this time but as far as I know no one in our 
detail was hit. 
 
In the meantime odd groups had organised under N.Z. Div. officers & had managed to clear the town of 
German advance elements.  We remained on the beach where we could see one of the destroyers quite 
plainly. Embarkation commenced but was restricted to about 600 sick & wounded. 2 Lt Hokianga I understand 
was given then an opportunity of boarding the last boat but he sent one of his own platoon boys in his place. 
The latter was apparently a bundle of nerves. 
 
Later that night word came down the column that all ranks were to surrender. (I do not quite remember but I 
think the highest ranking officer there was Brigadier Barrington an Englishman.  I understand he gave the 
order.) We all experienced a rather sinking feeling. We thought of escaping to the hills but after a brief 
conference decided to remain & face the music with our troops. Of the officers, there were Henry K. Ngata, 
George R. Bennett, Henry Hokianga, Tenga Rangi, Hemi Wiremu and myself. Our decision to stay was made 
in view of the fact that we were uncertain of the fate of the boys were they left to their own devices with the 
Germans. The NCO's & other ranks were told they could make for the hills if they so desired but nearly all 
chose to stay with us. Standard of morale & discipline was high right up to the time the destroyers departed 
without us, then for a little while there was a slight wavering but very soon morale was high again as we all 
adopted the attitude "To Hell with the Jerries anyhow." 
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29/4/41:  At 0530 hrs we became prisoners of war & were herded together like a lot of cattle - it was a pathetic 
sight. Officers & men felt closer together however & we all felt we were one big family together with our N.Z. 
pakeha friends. It wasn't long before Kalamata became known as ‘Calamity Bay'. 
The foregoing is as much as I can remember of events leading up to the day of our capture in so far as it 
affected me personally.  For your information the senior officer of the Reinforcements was Capt. F. Baker but I 
believe he was detailed to do other duties forward of base on the eve of the evacuation by Major "Duff"? the 
Camp Commandant. 
You should be able to get a story from Henry Ngata also & other officers I have mentioned except Wiremu 
who I understand is in England. 
Yours faithfully, 
W. Herewini 
 
REFERENCE 
Archives New Zealand = Te Rua Mahara o te Kāwanatanga. 
Ref: WA II, 1, DA 68/15/14, Archives New Zealand 
Extracts from this letter appeared in J.F. Cody, 28 (Maori) Battalion, War History Branch, Department of 
Internal Affairs, Wellington, 1956 
See also the Māori Battalion diary for April 1941 and Rawhiti Ihaka's account here. 
Submitted by mbadmin on Tue, 29/03/2011 - 16:32 

 
 

 

http://archives.govt.nz/
https://28maoribattalion.org.nz/node/6347
http://www.28maoribattalion.org.nz/memory/r%C4%81whiti-%C4%ABhaka-remembers-war-greece

